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Infrastructure changes, customer satisfaction, process improvement,
service-level achievement, performance management, cost reduction,
security… Historically, these topics have dominated IT support managers’
day-to-day routines. Traditional IT service and technical support responsi-
bilities and methodologies are on the edge of obsolescence. For example,
users are not seeking out the service desk portal for support, they are utiliz-
ing blogs, vendor and user online support sites, and social and informal
networks; third parties are continuing to provide more resolutions to users.
IT support organizations need to continue to reevaluate their service offer-
ings and the impact of these offerings on business goals, and ensure that
their services provide value to the business. 

In April 2011, InformationWeek Analytics and HDI surveyed 1,214 busi-
ness technology and service management professionals to determine the
current state of the IT service desk. Many of the emerging trends identi-
fied by respondents are spreading in influence among support organiza-
tions that report increasing incident volume as well as those with decreas-
ing incident volume; nevertheless, these trends are not yet the operational
norm. And, in keeping with the trends reported in the past three annual
HDI Support Center Practices & Salary Reports, the rate of increase for inci-
dent volume is slowing.

The primary reason for call-volume increases continues to be change-relat-
ed: new hardware, new mobile devices, new applications, new infrastruc-
ture architecture and more customers. Service desks continue to focus on
IT-related and process-based metrics versus metrics that demonstrate the
value the service desk adds to business processes and how the service desk
contributes to the achievement of business goals. Based on the rate of
framework and methodology adoption reported by survey respondents, IT
support management needs to better understand and leverage service
management frameworks, standards and practices to better align service
offerings with customer needs. 

Twenty-six percent of respondents reported no change in their service
desks’ incident volumes over the past 12 months. Eleven percent reported
a decrease in number of incidents, identifying a more stable infrastructure
as the primary reason for that decline. It’s likely these organizations also
have improved change and release management processes.
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Self-service tools and practices could also be a major reason some service
desks saw a decrease in incident volumes or incident volumes that
remained flat compared with the preceding 12 months. Organizations that
have added self-service capabilities, however, must be careful not to
assume a direct correlation between a decrease in support incidents
reported to the service desk and an increase in customer satisfaction, qual-
ity or availability of IT services. A decline in support incidents may indi-
cate only that the service desk no longer has visibility into these support
incidents or is unable to report on them. 

Incident volume trends aside, respondents said their top three financial
management priorities are:

>> Cutting costs (24%);

>> Enhancing efficiency (20%); and 

>> Enhancing effectiveness (17%).

Yet 58% of service desks don’t know what their costs are, according to this
study and related HDI research. Not understanding costs means IT support
management cannot conduct cost-benefit analyses, determine return on
investment or assess value on investment, making support investments more
difficult to justify. To more effectively support financial decisions, the service
organization’s costs must be viewed in relation to business costs overall. 

In addition to incident volume and financial management, mobile device
support is also a concern for many service desks, with 78% reporting secu-
rity-related issues as the key concern. Yet only slightly more than 25% of
respondents have formal security management processes. With the increase
in the number of virtual workers and mobile workers and the bring-your-
own-device philosophy, clear security policies are necessary to ensure that
decisions are made within the company’s risk-tolerance limits. 

Service desks also need to better understand their performance and meas-
ure it on criteria important to the business. And they need to show the
value of their services, including how they’ve contributed to business goals
and increased margins, lowered costs, improved productivity or increased
customer satisfaction. In addition to contributing to the achievement of
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business goals, service desks need to understand their operational per-
formance. More than three of 10 service desks typically do not know their
performance for resolution rate (64%), call abandonment (67%), average
speed to answer (71%) or first contact resolution (phone, 66%). Not
understanding key operational metrics means IT support cannot correctly
schedule staff and services or accurately forecast the cost of meeting serv-
ice levels. 

Finally, only 32% of service desks reported an improvement in customer
satisfaction, while 43% reported no change and 11% reported a decrease.
One possible reason for the decrease could be that the level and type of
support delivered by the service desk are focused more sharply on service
desk responsiveness than service restoration. When customers call the
service desk, it is typically because there is a problem preventing them
from getting their work done. Consequently, restoring service and getting
customers back to work is a critical variable for maintaining customer sat-
isfaction levels. It is important for the service desk to recognize that cus-
tomers won’t grasp their full value if they can’t understand how the service
desk contributes to the success of their business units.
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Survey Name: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service
Desk Survey 
Survey Date: April 2011 
Region: North America
Number of Respondents: 1,214

Purpose:
To comprehensively assess the current state of the IT service organization
and how it is adapting to trends in self-service, mobile devices, infrastruc-
ture architecture, security and more.

Methodology:
InformationWeek Analytics and HDI surveyed business technology and serv-
ice management decision-makers at North American companies. The sur-
vey was conducted online, and respondents were recruited via an email
invitation containing an embedded link to the survey. The email invitation
was sent to qualified InformationWeek and HDI community members.

ABOUT US | InformationWeek Analytics’ experienced analysts arm business technology 

decision-makers with real-world perspective based on a combination of qualitative and quantitative

research, business and technology assessment and planning tools, and technology adoption best

practices gleaned from experience. If you’d like to contact us, write to managing director 

Art Wittmann at awittmann@techweb.com, content director Lorna Garey at lgarey@techweb.com

and research managing editor Heather Vallis at hvallis@techweb.com. Find all of our reports at

www.analytics.informationweek.com.

HDI is the world’s largest IT service and technical support membership association and the industry’s

premier certification and training body.  For more information, contact director of business content

Cinda Daly at cdaly@ThinkHDI.com or senior editor Megan Selva at mselva@ThinkHDI.com, or go to

www.thinkhdi.com/join/.
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Incident Volume Still on the Upswing
Regardless of the state of the economy, contact volumes for the service desk continue to
increase in most companies. Whether this is due to having more users in new roles, more new
staff or more changes implemented, the number of incidents recorded has increased over the
previous year for 61% of survey respondents. In the same period, 26% of respondents reported
no change in contact volume, and only 11% reported a decrease. 

These trends are in line with trends identified in the HDI Support Center Practices & Salary
Reports since 2008, though the rate of companies reporting increases has been decreasing, from
75% (2008) and 70% (2009) to 67% (2010). The majority of service desks continue to report
increases in incident volume year over year. The primary reasons for these increases appear to
be both additions and changes—in infrastructure, applications, devices, users and so on—
while decreases appear to be the result of a more stable infrastructure and applications, and the
competency of the service desk staff and end users.

Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Compared with one year ago, has the number of support 
incidents received increased, decreased or remained the same? 

Change in Reported Support Incidents

 

Increased

Don’t know

2%
Decreased

Remained the same

11%

26%

61%

R2790611/1

Figure 1
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InformationWeek Analytics/HDI survey respondents who reported an increase in volume cited
four principal reasons: new equipment, devices and applications (61%); infrastructure changes
(51%); an increase in number of customers supported (44%); and an increase in number of
applications supported (42%). To remain competitive, businesses will need to continue to
make changes to their business processes, and IT will need to continue to update the infra-
structure and develop and change applications to support these business requirements. 

Almost half (49%) the organizations that reported a decrease in calls attributed the reduction in
work primarily to infrastructure changes, indicating a more reliable and stable infrastructure
that reduces the number of new and repetitive incidents. For organizations that have adopted a
service management framework, this reduction in new incidents also could be due to more dis-
ciplined change and release processes that, in turn, result in more stable applications and oper-
ating platforms.

Respondents cited self-service, service desk staff competency and knowledge management as
the next three major reasons for the reduction in calls. Thirty-three percent identified self-ser-
vice as the primary reason for a reduction in incidents, which could be as simple as password
resets, move-add-change (MAC) requests or frequently asked questions (FAQs). Knowledge
management (32%) was the next reason for the reduction in calls, with the data indicating that
both customers and IT staff use knowledge management systems to reduce the number of calls
to the service desk, improve resolution time and improve productivity for IT support teams. 

In general, many IT service organizations have moved repetitive, administrative and transac-
tional activities (password resets, FAQs, MAC requests and the like) to self-service in order to
reduce the direct cost of handling them. The resulting decrease in call volume may reduce the
service desk’s total costs, but it is unclear if this decrease results in either improved productivi-
ty for the service desk and users or a lower cost of doing business. Potentially, it is nothing
more than IT support transferring the cost to the business unit, as the users are completing the
activities to restore the service themselves, or completing request forms the service desk previ-
ously handled for them.

Support organizations need to be careful when reporting and analyzing call reductions attrib-
uted to self-service, because these metrics do not necessarily indicate an improvement in over-
all quality of IT services or a reduction in interruptions to users—they simply suggest that
more of these tasks are being addressed through self-service. When making changes, such as
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61%

51%

44%

42%

27%

26%

25%

23%

Note: Five responses allowed
Base: 735 respondents reporting an increase in support incidents
Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011
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Supporting a mobile workforce

Scope of services offered

Older equipment
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Security requirements
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Other

22%

16%

15%

13%
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To what do you attribute this increase in ticket volume?
Reasons for Increase in Support Incidents
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49%

33%

32%

30%

27%

26%

22%

14%

Note: Five responses allowed
Base: 137 respondents reporting a decrease in support incidents
Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011
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adding self-service as a support channel, service managers need to make the business case and
demonstrate how the changes make sense to the business overall, not just IT support. 

The reduction in number of customers (27%) and the increase in use of remote tools (26%) were
the next two reasons cited for a decrease in number of incidents. Remote tools can be used to
improve availability of IT services (infrastructure and applications), enabling resolution of inci-
dents before customers are even aware there’s a problem. Remote tools can also improve restora-
tion time, as many desktop-related issues can be resolved much more quickly at the service desk,
rather than dispatching a technician, even if a technician is readily available. As with self-service,
the support organization needs to ensure that the incidents addressed by remote tools are record-
ed so availability of services and value of the tools can be accurately reported and qualified.

Only 14% of survey respondents reported a reduction in incidents due to new equipment,
devices or applications—61% reported these as reasons for an increase in incidents. Because an
increase in incident volume is often the result of changes made by IT to the infrastructure or
software applications, service organizations may want to take closer look at how those changes
are being implemented. Often, lack of adequate testing and training during these transitions,
and having staff in new roles, causes incident volumes to spike. Change and release manage-
ment processes can significantly reduce the number and impact of incidents introduced by
these changes. 

Spending is up in 55% of IT organizations, according to the InformationWeek Analytics Outlook
2011 survey, so we can expect an increase in equipment, devices, applications and infrastruc-
ture changes throughout the remainder of this year and into 2012. IT organizations need to
focus more on the quality of their change and release management processes to reduce the
number of errors introduced by the changes being made in the infrastructure and applications.
Problem management is also needed in IT support, not only for major incidents, but also for
recurring incidents and resulting downtime, which reduces IT service availability, user produc-
tivity and customer satisfaction.

Mobile Devices Demand Attention 
Supporting mobile devices is a security concern for 78% of service desks. According to the
November 2010 HDI Research Corner report “Supporting Mobile Devices,” 41% of organiza-
tions have kept up with demand for support of emerging mobile device technologies, while 49%
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struggle to do so. The first major challenge is deciding which devices to support. Forty-five per-
cent of respondents reported that their organizations have polices for supporting mobile devices;
44% reported that their policies are under development and 6% said they have no polices for
supporting mobile devices. Those who have policies are able to keep up with their customers’
needs, and those whose policies are under development or nonexistent are struggling.
Customers will continue to drive the demand for new mobile devices in the near term.

BlackBerrys are the most common company-owned mobile devices supported today, with 60%
of survey respondents reporting full support in their companies, and 20% reporting partial
support. Nineteen percent of organizations provide full support for iPhones, while 15% pro-
vide at least partial support; similarly, 15% provide full support for iPads, and 36% provide

Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Blackberry

iPhone

iPad

Windows Mobile phone

Android

Windows Mobile tablet

Android tablet

How do you support the following company-owned mobile devices/platforms?
Support of Company-Owned Mobile Devices and Platforms

 

Full support Partial support Do not support

60%

19%

13%

31%

30%15%

20%

33%

36%

7%

17%

19%

11% 43%

42%11%

19%

23%

27%

24%

50%6% 13% 31%

3% 52%13% 32%

Do not have/does not apply

R2790611/4

Figure 4
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partial support. A little more than half of respondents’ organizations provide at least partial
support for both iPhones (52%) and iPads (51%). 

Meanwhile, 34% of organizations support Android devices, and about 30% support Windows
Mobile devices. The number of organizations supporting mobile technology is likely to contin-
ue to increase, driven primarily by the need to increase employees’ productivity and efficiency
by facilitating their ability to connect anytime, anywhere.

One of the challenges associated with mobile device support is that many companies are adopt-
ing policies allowing employees to use personal mobile devices to access company resources
(and reimbursing them partially or fully). According to HDI’s “Supporting Mobile Devices”
report, almost one-third of IT service organizations allow this type of access for BlackBerrys
(49%), iPhones (47%), iPads (43%) and Android devices (35%). 

Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

BlackBerry

iPhone

iPad

Android

Windows Mobile phone

Android tablet

Windows Mobile tablet

How do you support the following personal mobile devices/platforms?
Support of Personal Mobile Devices and Platforms

 

17%

9%

15%

16%

17%7%

32%

38%

36%

36%

37%

40%

5% 21%

24%4%

30%

24%

44%

48%

28%3% 18% 51%

2% 29%19% 50%

R2790611/5

Full support Partial support Do not support Do not have/does not apply

Figure 5
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More than one-third of organizations do not support personal BlackBerrys (36%), iPhones
(37%) or iPads (40%); 44% do not support personal Android or Windows Mobile (48%)
devices. More than half do not currently support Android or Windows Mobile tablets, though
it is early in the life cycle of these devices and many organizations are still evaluating the tech-
nology. According to the InformationWeek Analytics Outlook 2011 report, while IT leaders are
skeptical of the business use for tablets, business users are highly interested in leveraging
tablets for improving business processes and customers are bringing tablets into companies. 

We have seen service desks struggle to provide partial or best-effort support for new devices for
years, from PC and PDA to remote access and tablet support. The challenge is that there is no
good definition of what these terms means. Partial mobile device support often results in full
support, but without the training, documentation or escalation plans that would be in place if
mobile device support were a formal part of the organization’s support services. As a result,
partial support typically incurs much higher costs than if the organization fully supported the
devices or didn’t support them at all. 

IT service organizations need the tools to provide cost-effective support for mobile devices,
regardless of whether the devices are company owned or personal. This means the service desk

Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011
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Desktop applications (e.g. word processing)

Enterprise applications

Sensitive data
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needs standards that identify which devices will be supported and to what extent. Mobile
device support also will drive additional investments in security and remote management tools. 

Email is the most common service accessible via mobile devices, with more than 95% of com-
panies offering mobile email access to at least some employees; of that 95%, 47% allow email
access to all employees and 49% allow it to some employees. Access to other company
resources is somewhat limited; almost two-thirds (64%) of companies allow some employees
access to enterprise applications, while only 12% grant all employees access to their enterprise
applications. Sixty-two percent allow remote access to desktop applications via mobile devices
for some employees, while only 18% allow it for all employees. And only 5% let all employees
access sensitive data via mobile devices.

Since almost half of all companies allow some employees’ access to all resources, it doesn’t
seem that mobile connectivity itself is the major concern for many support organizations.
Rather, it is the lack of clear security policies necessary to protect the enterprise and ensure that
mobile device use falls within the organization’s boundaries of risk tolerance.

Support Investments: Who’s Buying What?
Incident management software tops the list of tools currently in use, with 84% of IT service
organizations using some type of incident management software tool, though 34% plan to
replace or update their incident management toolsets. This suggests that standalone incident
management systems may no longer be meeting the needs of most organizations, which are
increasingly adopting service management frameworks. Integrated service management
toolsets—with incident, problem, change, release, asset and configuration management; serv-
ice-level management and service catalogs—are the type of products many organizations
require, and these frameworks cannot be practiced effectively without automation. In reality,
while organizations may not purchase all the modules initially, they want to know that these
additional capabilities are available as needed. 

Remote monitoring and tools are used by 83% of support organizations surveyed, with 24% of
those organizations planning to update or replace these products. Remote tools are essential for
reducing overall desktop support costs and improving overall productivity for both the busi-
ness users and the service desk. Many companies are realigning their service desks with desk-
top support, using remote tools to increase availability and reduce downtime for customers
while decreasing the overall cost of support for incidents where remote tools are used.
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Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011
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Figure 7
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Email management tool utilization is the fourth most adopted support technology, with 73% of
service desks using such tools. This use continues to grow, with the highest growth at internal
service desks and large organizations (more than 10,000 employees), according to the 2010
HDI Support Center Practices & Salary Report. Email management tools range from standalone
toolsets to tools that interface with incident management systems to open tickets, identify fixes,
resolve tickets and send customer satisfaction surveys.

Seventy-five percent of service desks use security tools. More than half have no changes
planned for these toolsets, while 21% plan to update or replace them. Mobile device support
requires additional security investments, which may account for some of the planned changes. 

Sixty-eight percent of service desks use VoIP technology. In most of those organizations, the
primary driver for VoIP appears to be cost reduction, although larger organizations use VoIP
services to integrate routing, distribution and call monitoring, all of which add value to the
telephony service. 

Thirty-nine percent of organizations use knowledge management tools, though 28% of these
organizations plan to replace the knowledge management technology they have today. We’ve
seen many companies replace their knowledge management technology too frequently, blaming
the tools for failures in their knowledge management programs. Upon closer examination,
companies often find that the primary reason for these failure in knowledge managements is
lack of process, lack of collaboration and flawed goals. Most have sufficient technology for
knowledge management, but they lack the processes to capture, structure and reuse the infor-
mation they have collected. Any effective knowledge management system should include the
people, processes and technology. Too often in IT support, knowledge management systems
consist only of the technology. 

Self-service tools are used by 55% of responding companies; 31% say they’re satisfied with
their current self-service tools and 24% are looking to replace their tools. There are significant
opportunities here for service desks to reduce costs and improve service levels by investing in
self-service tools that enable business processes. 

Social networking tools are at the bottom of the investment list, with 22% of companies report-
ing they have no plans to update and only 10% planning to update or replace their tools. About
one-third of the service desks do not have and do not plan to implement social networking
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tools. IT support needs to work with the business to determine how to leverage social network-
ing to support customers. This is an opportunity for IT support to show value and provide new,
more innovative services for its customers. 

The top three factors impacting spending priorities (for 61% of service desks) are related to
costs, yet almost 60% of survey respondents don’t know their costs. The irony? IT financial
management is essential for IT organizations to demonstrate value and show their customers
that they provide cost-effective services. If it doesn’t understand its costs, IT support cannot
justify the investments necessary to provide customer services. 

Is the fact that most IT organizations report into the finance department the reason cost reduc-
tion (24%) is rated most important in prioritizing support investments, or is IT really trying to
cut costs as it realizes customers don’t recognize the value of its services? IT organizations need
to review the level and type of services they offer to determine whether the services are still

Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

What is the most important factor influencing your company’s 
IT service management spending priorities over the next 12 months?

Factors Impacting Spending Priorities

 

Enhance efficiency

Cut costs
20%

Don’t know

Other

Support growth

Enhance effectiveness

Enhance customer service

24%

5%

3%

14%

17%

17%
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needed, and if the business is willing to continue funding these services. The value is typically
more important than costs, though if the value is unknown, the costs typically will be too high. 

Enhancing efficiency, identified by 20% of companies as a factor that influences spending prior-
ities, is about increasing productivity, holding overall costs level and reducing unit costs.
Enhancing effectiveness, identified by 17% as a spending priority, is about doing the job right
the first time. Together, improving effectiveness and efficiency will make the biggest contribu-
tion to the business’ bottom line by reducing downtime, improving restoration times and
increasing availability of IT services.

Virtualization is a major initiative in many IT organizations. Desktop virtualization should sig-
nificantly decrease the volume of calls for enterprise desktop issues; however, it could result in
an increase in calls for smartphones and other devices, which were previously unable to access
enterprise applications. Virtualization should improve the availability of the services and reduce
costs, or increase service levels at the same cost. It will also result in additional incidents
reported to the service desk: access, security and loss of autonomy or rights. For example,
users will need to call the service desk to make changes they could make themselves when they
had administrative rights or report peripherals that no longer work due to driver-related issues.
The increased reliance on public networks and a more complex environment overall will
require a more skilled service desk staff and better remote tools to quickly restore service for
these users. 

Business intelligence (31%) and real-time data analytics (24%) will impact the service organiza-
tion as they become more central to the business decision-making process. Analytics will
enable the organization to quickly make more informed decisions and automatically update
executive dashboards to reflect changes throughout the day. Any interruption to the systems
providing these updates will be noticed, and decision-makers will require greater service avail-
ability, often on virtual and mobile devices. 

More than 30% of survey respondents identified service desk automation as the initiative that
will have the greatest impact, as automation should significantly reduce the amount of effort
expended documenting calls and performing redundant work, due to lack of true service man-
agement toolsets. Software as a service (SaaS, 19%) and telepresence/videoconferencing (18%)
were also identified as initiatives that will impact the service desk. These new technologies are
expected to increase revenues, reduce costs and improve business agility. 
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43%

38%

31%

31%

24%

19%

19%

18%

Note: Five responses allowed
Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Desktop virtualization

Server virtualization

Cloud computing (online CPU, storage)

Service desk automation

Business intelligence applications

Advanced or real-time data analytic

Software as a service (SaaS)

Telepresence/videoconferencing

IT staff in home offices

Data center automation software

Social networking applications—internal

Customers in home offices

Offshore outsourcing

Social networking applications—external

Open source software

On-shore outsourcing

Near-shore outsourcing

Other

17%

14%

10%

10%

8%

8%

5%

4%

2%

6%

Which of the following IT initiatives in your company will have the 
greatest impact on your service organization over the next 12 months?

IT Initiatives Impacting the Service Organization
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Using Frameworks and Methodologies to Advance Business Goals
Service management frameworks, standards and methodologies provide guidance for IT sup-
port on balancing business demands and enterprise risk. By sharing these practices, service
organizations can measure the performance of the ongoing delivery and support of technology

Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

ITIL

Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX)

Six Sigma

HDI Support Center Standard

Knowledge-Centered Support (KCS)

ISO 9000

Microsoft Operations Framework (MOF)

LEAN

Total Quality Management (TQM)

Capability Maturity Model (CMMI)

COBIT

ISO/IEC 20000

Which of the following frameworks/methodologies does your support organization use?
Use of Frameworks and Methodologies

 

Currently using 
or implementing

Planning to 
implement

Have used in the 
past/no longer use

52%

43%

24%

50%

60%27%

20%

3%

5%

4%

4%

8%

24% 54%

53%24%

17%

18%

5%

5%

64%24% 5% 7%

19% 70%

73%17%

6%

5%

5%

5%

67%16% 6% 11%

77%13% 4% 6%

13% 77%

75%12%

5%

8%

5%

5%

Have not used and 
do not plan to use
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that is critical to delivering business value, with equal emphasis on minimizing operating costs,
meeting business expectations and maximizing user productivity. Think of it as the enterprise
resource planning of IT.

The IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) is the most common service management framework, with
a 52% adoption rate among respondents’ IT service organizations. One-quarter of respondents,
however, reported that they do not plan to use the ITIL framework at all. Fifty percent said
they have no plans to use Sarbanes-Oxley, while 43% said they do follow SOX. 

After ITIL and SOX, the two most popular practices are the HDI Support Center Standard
(41%) and Knowledge-Centered Support (42%). The widespread adoption of both the HDI
Support Center Standard and KCS indicates that these practices have gone mainstream. 

HDI provides support center certification and best practices assessments based on the HDI
Support Center Standard; the HDI Support Center Standard provides the foundation for service
desk improvements based on proven best practices. KCS provides a set of knowledge practices
that generate significant returns in productivity, reduce restoration time and increase morale with-
in the service organization, where users understand their roles and are recognized and rewarded
for their contributions.

Unfortunate, though not surprising, is the low utilization rate for quality management frame-
works: ISO 9000 (24%), Total Quality Management (TQM, 17%), COBIT (13%) and ISO/IEC
20000 (12%). Service organizations either do not understand the value of these quality man-
agement frameworks or are unable to communicate that value to customers. IT support organi-
zations need to better understand the value of each framework and be able to identify which of
them are most appropriate to help customers achieve their business goals.

While 24% of service organizations reported that they have no plans to use the ITIL frame-
work, 50% to 75% neither have used nor have plans to use any of the other service manage-
ment frameworks. No single service management framework provides everything an IT service
provider needs, and the frameworks are designed to work with each other. For example, SOX
works with ITIL change management, KCS provides guidance on incident and problem man-
agement, ISO/IEC 9000 on quality management systems and COBIT on linking IT processes to
business goals. These standards, frameworks and methodologies all facilitate the delivery of
quality services and realization of the IT service provider’s value in contributing to the achieve-
ment of the business’ goals.
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Only 4% to 6% of service organizations still use any of the frameworks or methodologies listed in
the survey except TQM (11%), which indicates that once a framework has been adopted, it con-
tinues to be used. Quality framework adoptions are often driven by senior management, so when
leadership changes, it is not unusual for quality systems to fall out of favor or simply be replaced.

The key challenge for many service organizations lies in understanding how to take individual
components from the various service management standards, frameworks and methodologies
and adapt them to their businesses’ unique needs. ISO/IEC 20000 is a comprehensive docu-
ment that identifies not only what service management processes an organization should have,
but also the service management system typical organizations need to succeed. 

More organizations need to understand and use standards, as these best practices lead to
improved results. COBIT, for example, provides significant guidance on how to link IT goals to
business goals and demonstrate how the IT service provider delivers business value. Too often
organizations view frameworks and methodologies as “certification” programs, and they don’t
understand how to leverage them to improve business results. 

A key characteristic of any successful IT service provider is the focus on process, which allows
providers to consistently deliver services at a predictable level of cost and quality. The research
results break out three tiers of ITIL process adoption: 53% to 69% of service organizations
practice the first tier of processes; 40% to 45% practice the second tier; and 14% to 28% prac-
tice the third tier.

In the first tier, incident management, change management, asset management and problem
management were identified as the processes most service organizations practice. Incident man-
agement (69%) is typically the first ITIL process organizations address, as it can have immedi-
ate, short-term benefits for both the service desk and users; however, 30% of IT service organi-
zations don’t appear to have any process for handling incidents. Respondents ranked change
management (64%) the second most common process, though we’ve found that many organi-
zations that think they have a change process actually have a release process, according to ITIL
terminology. ITIL change management is the authorization and controlled change of service-
related configuration items, and release management is about scheduling the change. Asset
management (54%) was identified as the third most adopted process, with problem manage-
ment (53%) coming in fourth. 
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69%

64%

54%

53%

45%

42%

40%

28%

Note: Multiple responses allowed
Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Incident management

Change management

Asset management

Problem management

Knowledge management

Configuration management

Service request management

Release management

Security management

Event management

Service catalog/portfolio

Capacity management

Availability management

Continuity management

Financial management

Other

None

27%

25%

25%

21%

17%

16%

14%

1%

12%

Which of the following ITIL processes is your service 
organization currently implementing or following?

ITIL Process Implementation
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In the second tier of processes, configuration management (42%) and knowledge management
(45%) came in at almost the same level of practice. This is a positive finding, since service asset
and configuration management are the core of service knowledge management. The rate of
service request management process adoption (40%) indicates that many organizations are still
handing service requests within their incident management process, which can result in
skewed results when reporting incident restoration time. For example, if an organization is
reporting password resets as incidents, the actual restoration time for incidents could be two to
three times longer than reported, misstating the real cost to the business. 

Only 28% of service organizations have a formal release management process, with the plan-
ning, communication, validation, support and testing necessary to ensure that customers are
able to successfully use the requested changes. Release management not only protects the live
environment, it ensures that the appropriate communication, training and education have been
completed before the change is deployed. Release management is critical for customers to real-
ize the value of deployed changes.

Security management process adoption (27%) is low, especially considering that 54% of IT serv-
ice organizations report using security tools and 21% plan to update or replace their security
tools. In the absence of a security policy, how does IT determine the level of security needed?
Perhaps this is the reason customers and IT are often in conflict: Customers don’t feel that IT
service organizations provide value, or they feel IT’s security policies hinder their productivity. 

Customers need to take responsibility for defining security policies, and IT needs to better under-
stand how to implement these policies with the tools and technology. It is the business that owns
the data, and the business needs to be responsible for defining the access requirements, classifica-
tion and retention policies. IT should work with the business to implement these security poli-
cies. How can IT acquire new security tools if it doesn’t understand its customers’ requirements? 

Most IT service organizations have a significant amount of infrastructure—network, applica-
tions, services and operations—to monitor activity, and these monitoring tools generate a con-
siderable volume of events: information, warnings and exceptions. Event management is the
process, typically automated, that makes sense of these events, so the IT service organization
can cost-effectively monitor and subsequently manage the IT service. Only 25% of service
desks reported having an event management process. This means companies may not be maxi-
mizing the value of their investments in monitoring tools. 
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Without a process for managing events, IT operations and IT support will typically duplicate
efforts, resulting in artificially extended resolution times. To be effective, the service desk must
be able to see what is going on in the infrastructure to understand when IT operations is
already working an issue and when it needs to report new issues. 

Service catalog and portfolio processes ensure the support organization’s services are aligned
and prioritized to achieve business goals and objectives. However, service catalog/portfolio
adoption rates indicate that only 25% of support organizations can identify the services they
deliver. This means 75% cannot easily identify the services they deliver, so they can’t identify
the cost, risk or return of their services or articulate how their services support business goals.
It also means the service desk may not be sharply focused on its core services, those that align
with its mission statement. 

Finally, capacity management (21%) and availability management (17%) both had a higher
adoption rate than continuity management (16%). It is frightening to think that 84% of service
desks either do not have continuity management processes or are not aware of their continuity
management process, which is all about ensuring that IT’s continuity plans are based on the
business’ continuity plans, and that those plans are updated, communicated and tested regular-
ly. IT support management must understand and be aware of IT’s service continuity plans and
of its roles in the business’ overall continuity plan. Lack of understanding increases the likeli-
hood those plans will fail if/when they are needed. 

Security: Are Service Organizations Addressing the Right Risks?
As we’ve discussed, mobile device support (78%) is a leading cause of security concerns.
However, though 89% of IT service organizations have developed or are developing security
policies, according to HDI’s “Supporting Mobile Devices,” only 25% have security policies
based on best practices. Since mobile device support is being driven by customers, and most
security policies are driven by IT, there naturally will be conflicts between service providers
and their customers. 

The second highest concern for the service desk was global access to company resources
(41%). Internal pressure to grant privileges (31%) and external pressures (16%) indicate either
a lack of a clear security policy or a security policy that does not meet business needs. In either
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case, the service provider requires a policy that meets business needs, balances access in a time-
ly manner, and protects both the customer’s and service provider’s IP.

Survey respondents rated cloud computing and/or SaaS (24%) the fourth security concern,
which may be due to either a lack of understanding of security in the cloud and how it is man-
aged, or a lack of understanding of how the architecture/technology provides the appropriate
level of security vis-à-vis the risk-tolerance limits of both the service provider and the customer. 

Evaluating Enterprise Change Outcomes
Sixty-three percent of respondents report successful enterprise application rollouts, with 35%
reporting either partial success or inconclusive success (i.e., it’s too soon to tell). The challenge
for many support organizations in determining success is the absence of service acceptance cri-
teria. If more organizations had release management processes, they would have service accept-
ance criteria, which would get everyone on the service team focused on ensuring that the

78%

41%

31%

24%

16%

4%
Note: Multiple responses allowed
Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Supporting mobile devices

Global access to company resources

Internal pressure to grant privileges or provision access without proper documentation

Supporting cloud computing/SaaS

External pressure to grant privileges or access through phishing or social engineering

Other

What factors are generating increased security-related concerns at the service desk?
Sources of Security-Related Concerns
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Figure 12
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change, when released, met the needs of the business and could be used in the manner for
which it was intended: to support business processes.

The two keys to rollout success are the skills of technical staff (77%) and internal communica-
tions (72%). This suggests there is a lack of process (change and release management) and the
success is based on individual, not necessarily organizational, capabilities.

Intriguingly, 31% of survey respondents attributed the success of their rollouts to flexible project
plans and timelines, while 25% attributed their success to a rigid project plan and timeline. An
organization’s software development life-cycle methodology, culture, type of business and risk-tol-
erance limits are all factors in determining how well either rigid or flexible schedules will work. 

Other factors that contribute to successful rollouts include soft skills (25%), external communi-
cations (19%) and additional staffing. Lack of internal communications (54%) and technical
skills (42%) both ranked as major reasons for failed implementations. 

Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Thinking about your most recent enterprise application rollout (new capability 
or release upgrade) conducted within the past 12 months, was it successful?

Enterprise Application Rollout Outcome

 

Yes

No

2%
Too soon to tell

Partially

11%

24%

63%
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Service Desk Employment Trends: Not the Prettiest Picture
Twenty-two percent of InformationWeek Analytics/HDI survey respondents reported that their
support organizations are increasing staff, while 44% are allowed to fill only vacant (replace-
ment) positions. Twenty-six percent said staffing levels are frozen, with neither layoffs nor hir-
ing on the horizon. Results of the 2010 HDI Support Center Practice & Salary Report confirm this
trend, with the largest percentage of organizations replacing staff only.

With less than a quarter of support organizations increasing staff size, those that reported an
increase in incident volume will find it challenging to maintain current performance levels. At
least 40% will have an increased workload, with no corresponding increase in staffing. These
organizations will need to make process changes and improve infrastructure stability if they want
to avoid seeing a decrease in customer satisfaction due to longer response and resolution times.

77%

72%

31%

25%

25%

19%

11%

3%
Note: Three responses allowed
Base: 763 respondents conducting a successful enterprise application rollout in the past 12 months
Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Support staff’s technical skills

Internal communication

A flexible project plan/timeline

A rigid project plan/timeline

Support staff’s “soft skills”

External communication

Additional staffing

Other

Which factors had the most influence on the success of this rollout?
Keys to Rollout Success
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Seventeen percent of survey respondents reported that teleworking  is a major initiative affect-
ing support organizations. Ninety-five percent of organizations that have tried the virtual sup-
port environment find it ideal (28%), or at least worth the challenge (67%); only 5% found the
challenges outweighed the benefits. However, only 3% of responding support organizations are
fully virtual (i.e., all technicians work from home); 4% are fully virtual at least part time; and
13% have at least some technicians who are virtual at all times. And despite the successes
reported by those who have tried the virtual support environment, almost 42% of support
organizations have no plans to implement virtual work or teleworking.

Managing virtual workers typically requires a mature individual with top-notch management
skills. Not everyone can work virtually; some individuals need the structure of the workplace to
thrive. Virtual workers do need collaboration tools to remain in contact with their team mem-
bers so they can share critical information in a timely manner, but for those who can work virtu-
ally, there are significant benefits for the individual, the customer and the support organization. 

Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

What is the IT technical support/service desk employment trend at your company?
Support Employment Trends

 

Expanding; our staff will be bigger
than it was to start this year

44%

Frozen; no layoffs, but we won’t
be allowed to fill openings

Cutting; our staff will be
smaller than it was at

the start of this year

22%

28%

6%

Filling openings; we’re 
allowed to fill positions 
that might become open
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Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Are any support center staff in your organization working from home?
Virtual Support Staff

 

Some technicians are 
virtual part of the time

All technicians are
virtual part of the time

33%

Some technicians are
virtual at all times

All technicians are
virtual at all times

No, and we have no plans to
implement this in the next 12 months

4%
3%

13%

42%

5% No, but we are planning 
to implement this in the 
next 12 months

R2790611/15

Figure 16

Base: 640 respondents at organizations with virtual support staff
Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

How effective is this virtual work environment for your support organization?
Effectiveness of Virtual Work Environment

 

It’s ideal; no complaints

There are more
challenges than benefits

28%

5% 67% It has its challenges, but 
the pros outweigh the cons
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Figure 17
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Operational Metrics: Measure What Really Matters
Metrics are critical for understanding performance and managing any organization, and most
IT support organizations have been measuring and reporting the same metrics for the past five,
10, even 15 years. However, customers are even more dependent on IT services now than they
were in the past. The challenge facing service desk managers is that service expectations have
changed over time, from answering the phone and resolving basic technical/PC-related issues
to responding to business issues and interruptions. 

What customers want when they call the service desk is the restoration of service—yet this typi-
cally isn’t the first metric reported when support organizations communicate their performance.

46%

45%

42%

39%

34%

24%

15%

11%

Note: Three responses allowed
Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Resolution rate

First call resolution (phone only)

First contact resolution (all channels)

Average speed to answer

Abandonment rate

Time to respond (email)

Average talk time

Reopened incident rate

Other
6%

Of the following, what metrics are the primary focus in your support center?
Top Metrics for the Support Center
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Mean time to restore service (MTRS), or the length of time it took for the customer to be able 
to get back to work, should be a required key performance indicator for support. This met-
ric should appear in both the service catalog and the service-level agreement. Moreover,
support organizations need to measure MTRS not only for the service desk, but also for all
Level 2 and Level 3 functions, and they should be able to report on them from the cus-
tomer’s viewpoint. 

Nevertheless, the top three metrics reported in the survey were resolution rate (46%), first call
resolution (phone, 45%) and first contact resolution (all channels, 42%). This means more
than 50% of support organizations don’t know their overall resolution or first contact/call reso-
lution rates. If the first call/contact resolution metric is one of the most misunderstood and

Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Average speed to answer

Abandonment rate

First call resolution (phone only)

Resolution rate

Average talk time

First contact resolution (all channels)

Time to respond (email)

Reopened incident rate

Do you achieve your performance targets for each of the following metrics?
Meeting Performance Targets

 

Yes No Don’t know

71%

67%

66%

20%

25%

20%

9%

8%

14%

64%

62%

18%

22%

18%

16%

57% 27% 16%

53%

52%

27%

26%

20%

22%
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misused, when compared with the complexity of work, it is an indicator of the support organi-
zation’s knowledge and capabilities.

The typical phone metrics used by support organizations are average speed to answer (39%)
and abandonment rate (34%). Sixty percent of organizations don’t know how long it takes their
customers to reach them, and more than 50% don’t know their resolution rates. Only 34%
know how long it takes to reply to an email, and only 15% know their average talk time. Just
11% measure reopen rate, which is an important quality metric that speaks to the effectiveness
of the incident management process. All these operational metrics are required for developing a
staffing plan and schedules, and are necessary for calculating a service desk’s unit costs.
Without this basic operational performance data, how can service desk managers staff, train or
determine the skills their staffs need? 

The rate at which support organizations met (or failed to meet) their performance targets is sur-
prising: 71% for average speed to answer, 67% for abandonment rate, 66% for first call resolu-
tion (phone), 64% for resolution rate and 62% for average talk time. Essentially, support organ-
izations are meeting their performance targets 75% to 80% of the time, but 10% to 15% of
them don’t know if they are meeting their performance targets. 

Support organizations met their performance targets for first contact resolution (all channels)
57% of the time, 53% of the time for time to respond to email requests and 52% for reopen
rates. However, this means almost 50% of the time, they did not meet or do not know if they
met their targets for these three metrics. 

If support organizations don’t understand their performance or are only meeting their targets
half the time, it is understandable that customers would be unhappy with IT support. Service
desk managers need to understand their organizations’ capabilities (level of performance that
can reasonably be achieved), their staff performance levels and how well their services meet
their customers’ requirements. Performance metrics enable managers to develop improvement
plans and set goals the organization is capable of achieving. In addition, without this informa-
tion, IT support management cannot calculate the cost of achieving the level of support the
business has requested.

Fifty-eight percent of support organizations do not know how much each incident costs, which
explains a lot about some common service desk issues. First, service desks don’t know how
effective or efficient they are compared with best practices. Second, since they don’t understand
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their costs, they cannot perform cost-benefit analysis or calculate return on investment and
value on investment, which are necessary to justify support investments. This means that not
only do support organizations and their customers not know what they are getting, but they
also don’t know what any services cost or how resources are allocated, which undermines the
business’ confidence in the support organization. 

2%

4%

6%

6%

4%

6%

4%

3%

Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Less than $5

$5 - $8

$9 - $12

$13 - $16

$16 - $19

$20 - $23

$24 - $26

$27 - $30

$31 - $40

$41 - $50

More than $50

Don’t know

2%

2%

3%

58%

What is the combined, fully burdened cost per incident resolved (inclusive of all support channels)?
Cost Per Incident
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Figure 20
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IT support management teams needs to adopt financial management processes that will help
them understand their costs and the value of the services they provide. Without solid financial
management processes, the business cannot develop a positive relationship with its customers. 

Customer Satisfaction: Are We Solving Their Problems?
Sixty-four percent of support organizations routinely measure customer satisfaction. Almost
one-quarter (23%) send surveys on all closed incidents, 41% randomly select closed incidents
and send surveys, and 10% survey on a monthly basis. Just more than one-third (36%) con-
duct surveys at various frequencies: quarterly (9%), semiannually (4%) and annually (15%).

23%

41%

10%

9%

4%

15%

12%

4%

Note: Multiple responses allowed
Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

18%

How often are you measuring customer satisfaction?
Frequency of Customer Satisfaction Measurement
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Random sampling of incidents closed

100% of incidents closed

Annual surveys

Special purpose surveys

Monthly surveys

Quarterly surveys

Semi-annual surveys

Other

We do not formerly measure customer satisfaction

Figure 21
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Twelve percent conduct special-purpose surveys, as needed. These periodic surveys are typical-
ly more about the relationship between the business and IT than the customer’s satisfaction
with the handling of a specific incident. The bottom line on customer satisfaction surveys is
that almost two-thirds of support organizations measure satisfaction with the service desk
regarding incidents and one-third measure overall satisfaction with the level and type of servic-
es provided. The results of these surveys reinforce the trends identified by the 2010 HDI
Support Center Practices & Salary Report.

Almost one-third (32%) of support organizations reported that their customers are “highly satis-
fied” with their service desk(s); more than half (52%) are “somewhat satisfied”; 14% are “neither
satisfied nor dissatisfied”; only 2% reported being “somewhat dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.”
For the “somewhat satisfied” customers, even though service desks miss their performance

Base: 994 respondents at organizations formerly measuring customer satisfaction
Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Based on your most recent customer satisfaction 
assessment(s), what is your customer satisfaction rating?

Customer Satisfaction Rating

 

4 - Somewhat satisfied

3 - Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

52%

2 - Somewhat dissatisfied
1 - Highly dissatisfied

5 – Highly satisfied

14%

1%
1%

32%
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Figure 22
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targets 30% to 50% of the time, there is a helpful, service-oriented support desk to assist them
when they call for help, which improves the customer’s view of the organization. 

The customer satisfaction rating has improved for 32% of support organizations, fluctuated for
11%, and decreased for 6%. Forty-three percent of support organizations saw no change in
customer satisfaction. There are many possible explanations for this, from customers being
more tolerant due to cost reductions across the company to improvements in the overall service
being provided. 

Support organizations rated themselves highest (4 or 5) on accessibility to customers (77%),
ability to quickly address issues as they arise (75%) and accurate resolution (73%). The three
top-rated areas are accessibility to customers (37%), ability to quickly address issues (27%)
and ability to accurately resolve issues as they arise (20%). What customers want most is
quick and accurate resolution, yet service desks still measure themselves as if response time is

Base: 994 respondents at organizations formerly measuring customer satisfaction
Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Has your customer satisfaction rating changed over the past 12 months? 
Change in Customer Satisfaction Rating

 

Yes, our rating has fluctuated

Yes, our rating has increased 11%

Don’t know
We can’t tell because we

changed survey tools
We do not have 12

months of survey data

Yes, our rating has decreased32%

4%
1%

3%

6%

43%

No, no significant changes
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the most important factor in their success. People’s behaviors are driven by what is measured,
and as long as service desks continue to prioritize response time over resolution, there will be
a disconnect between the customer’s view of the support organization and the organization’s
view of itself. 

The two areas where support organizations scored lowest are reducing cost/maintaining low cost
and delivering new, innovative services to the business. Since most service desks identified in
this survey don’t know what their costs are, they really don’t know if they are delivering cost-
effective services, if the cost of their services is increasing or decreasing, or what the value is for
the services they deliver. Without a service catalog/portfolio, they also can’t understand where
customers are using their services or how many resources are being allocated to business units
and services, and therefore they can’t understand the value of their services to the business.

This isn’t a question of how hard the IT support staff works, but rather where its efforts are
focused and whether services are aligned with business goals. Response measures activity, resolu-
tion measures results. And, bottom line, customers want results from their IT service providers.

4.1

4.0

3.9

3.6

3.3
Note: Mean average ratings
Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Accessible to customers

Quickly address problems as they arise

Accurately resolve problems as they arise

Reduce cost/maintain low cost of service operations

Deliver new, innovative services to business units

Please rate your IT technical support organization on the following 
metrics using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is “poor” and 5 is “excellent.”

IT Support Organization’s Performance
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Ap
pe

nd
ix

Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Which of the following best describes your current job function? 
Job Function

 

IT help desk/service desk

Desktop/field support

40%

Call center/customer service

Network services

Level 2/3 technical support

Other support-related function

IT application support

2%

4%

4%

7%

11%

8%
24%

IT infrastructure/enterprise 
management
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38%

16%

14%

12%

11%

3%

1%

1%

Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Manager

Analyst/technician

Director

Team leader

Supervisor

Vice president

CIO

President

Other
4%

Which of the following best describes your job title?
Job Title
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Figure 26
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Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Which of the following dollar ranges includes the annual revenue of your entire organization?
Company Revenue

 

Less than $6 million

Government/non-profit

6%

11%

5%

6%14%

12%

Don’t know/decline to say

$5 billion or more

$1 billion to $4.9 billion

$6 million to $49.9 million

$50 million to $99.9 million

$100 million to $499.9 million

$500 million to $999.9 million

28%

9% 9%
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4%

14%

2%

11%

10%

10%

2%

3%

Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Consulting and business services

Education

Energy

Financial services

Government

Healthcare/medical

Hospitality/travel

Insurance/HMOs

IT vendors

Manufacturing/industrial, non-computer

Non-profit

Retail/e-commerce

Telecommunications/ISPs

Utilities

Other

6%

7%

2%

4%

3%

2%

20%

What is your organization’s primary industry?
Industry
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Data: InformationWeek Analytics/HDI 2011 State of the IT Service Desk Survey of 1,214 business technology 
 professionals, April 2011

Approximately how many employees are in your organization?
Company Size

 

Less than 5010,000 or more

5%
3%

16%

29%

1,000-4,999

5,000-9,999

50-99

100-499

500-999

25%

11%

11%
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Figure 29 
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Want More Like This?
Making the right technology choices is a challenge for IT teams everywhere. Whether
it’s sorting through vendor claims, justifying new projects or implementing new sys-
tems, there’s no substitute for experience. And that’s what InformationWeek Analytics
provides—analysis and advice from IT professionals. Our subscription-based site 
houses more than 800 reports and briefs, and more than 100 new reports are slated
for release in 2011. InformationWeek Analytics members have access to:

Research: IT Automation:Our 2011 IT Automation Survey shows that automation is
essential, but it can’t take the place of an IT services portfolio, more rigorous IT gover-
nance and a reassessment of which services IT should deliver internally vs. outsourcing.

Research: End User Devices and the Consumer Effect:This exclusive research explores
how IT teams are working with end users in new ways, and pinpoints the troublespots.

Research: 2011 Strategic Security Survey:The 1,084 security pros responding to our
14th annual Strategic Security Survey say CEOs are finally making risk management a
priority. They also weigh in on the emerging risk areas of mobile devices and social
media, as well as security budgets, software development, compliance and the cloud.

Best Practices: 10 Steps to Telecommuter Support:The telecommuting model adds the com-
plexity of supporting physically distant users, security risks from employee use of uncon-
trolled public networks and other challenges. Our guidelines help make it manageable.

Informed CIO: Mobile Device Security:We share four strategies to mitigate risk in compa-
nies that allow employees to access corporate data using privately owned mobile devices. 

PLUS: Signature reports, such as the InformationWeek Salary Survey, InformationWeek
500 and the annual State of Security report; full issues; and much more.

For more information on our subscription plans, please CLICK HERE

http://analytics.informationweek.com/abstract/13/7181/Outsourcing-Services/research-it-automation.html
http://analytics.informationweek.com/abstract/10/4015/Social+Networking-Collaboration/research-end-user-devices-and-the-consumer-effect.html
http://analytics.informationweek.com/abstract/10/3994/Social+Networking-Collaboration/best-practices-10-steps-to-telecommuter-support.html
http://analytics.informationweek.com/abstract/83/6854/IT-Business-Strategy/research-2011-strategic-security-survey.html
http://analytics.informationweek.com/user/index/regsteptwo
http://analytics.informationweek.com/abstract/18/5215/Mobile-Wireless/informed-cio-mobile-device-security.html
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More IT Support Research from HDI
HDI is the world’s largest IT service and technical support membership association
and the industry’s premier certification and training body. Guided by an international
panel of industry experts and practitioners, HDI is the leading resource for help
desk/support center emerging trends and best practices. HDI provides members with
a vast repository of resources, networking opportunities, and the largest industry
event, the HDI Annual Conference & Expo. Headquartered in Colorado Springs, CO,
HDI offers training in multiple languages and countries. For more information, con-
tact director of business content Cinda Daly at cdaly@ThinkHDI.com or senior editor
Megan Selva at mselva@ThinkHDI.com. 

Support Center Practices & Salary Reports:This annual report is the definitive resource
for IT service, help desk, and technical support center trending and statistical infor-
mation. Support metrics are reported for the industry as a whole, and key metrics are
further broken out by demographic. 

Desktop Support Practices & Salary Reports: The data in this annual report provides
insights into current processes, technologies, metrics, staffing, and salaries in the desk-
top support industry.

Customer Satisfaction Benchmarking Study: With over 80% of technical support cen-
ters measuring customer satisfaction, it is a high-priority performance metric, but how
do these support centers compare to each other? How do your support centers and
analysts measure up? 

HDI Research Corner: Each month, HDI collects data on hot topics in the technical
service and support industry. Quick surveys and brief reports provide HDI members
with timely, pertinent information.

PLUS: HDI members receive these benefits and much more. For more information on
HDI membership and research, click here.

http://www.thinkhdi.com/resources/IndustryReports/ITSalaryReport.aspx
http://www.thinkhdi.com/resources/IndustryReports/DesktopSupport.aspx
http://www.thinkhdi.com/hdi.aspx?c=266
http://www.thinkhdi.com/members/researchcorner.aspx
http://www.thinkhdi.com/join/



